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QUESTION 1

A form developer has enclosed an XML schema containing some choices (described in XML schema as an
enumeration) for certain nodes in the XML document. Are these choices available to the form developer? 

A. No, they must be added manually. 

B. No, they are auto-generated at run time. 

C. Yes, but they must be generated using athird party tool, then enclosed as an instance into the form. 

D. Yes, the choices are created automatically and placed into a separate instance. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Bill needs to make the element in the following instance mandatory. 

What is the proper \\'required\\' setting in an XForms bind toaccomplish this? 

A. true 

B. true() 

C. instance(\\'formData\\')/personal/info/firstName 

D. if(instance(\\'formData\\')/personal/info/firstName != \\'\\', \\'true\\', \\'false\\') 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Jane is designing a form with three pages.Pages one and two are built with a wizard style interface, and page three is
meant only for printing. How can Jane setup her form so that when the form is printed, only page three prints? 

A. Jane should only put a print button on page three, then it will be the only one that shows up when the form is printed. 
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B. Jane must break up her form into two separate forms: one for the wizard and one for printing. 

C. Jane can set the print settings property of page three to \\'on\\', and print settings property for pages one and two to
\\'off\\'. 

D. Jane would create a "keep" filter, specifying page three as the only page to print. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

When using the table wizard, which of the following statements is TRUE: 

A. You can define the width of an individual field, up to a maximum of 250 pixels wide. 

B. You can create a table that initially has no rows displayed. 

C. You must define buttons to add and remove rows. 

D. You must have your table defined in your data model before using the wizard to create the table. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of thefollowing problems PREVENTS the IBM Forms Viewer from displaying a form? 

A. A form with signed data that has been modified. 

B. A signature that cannot be verified. 

C. Calling an XForms function in a bind\\'s calculate that does not exist. 

D. All of the above. 

Correct Answer: C 
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